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Media Monitoring: Extract of Press News on Higher Education in Africa 
 

1. Daily Nation 
Our African Universities are up in arms, and we are at sea (Kenya) 
Kenya’s universities are in upheaval. Students and lecturers have been in full protest mode in recent 
months. They are not alone. Across the western border in Uganda, it’s the same story. And they have 
been at it longer in South Africa. In Ethiopia, not too long ago, they were seeking regime change. 
Almost everywhere on the continent, where they are sure they will not all be machine-gunned if they 
took to the streets, Africa’s university students are up in arms. So, what to do? There seems to be 
agreement that two things are needed. The first, is “education reform” — broadly meaning make 
education more engaging (even if it’s very basic stuff like getting rid of the old blackboard and chalk 
and bringing in whiteboards and markers) and teaching knowledge and skills they can use in the real 
world (coding, running businesses) or that employers need. Secondly, throw more money in education 
by paying lecturers better, building modern libraries and research laboratories, and pleasant 
dormitories, not the hovels that university hostels have become.  
Click this Link for more details  
 

2. The Ethiopia Herald 
Ethiopia: ministry to employ 80 percent of university graduates (Ethiopia) 
Ethiopia’s Ministry of Education stated that it has been working to attain the vision of securing 
employment for 80 percent of university graduates by 2020. The Ministry’s Higher Education 
Inspection Director, Samuel Dessalegn, told said  the strategic plan was set to help the graduate obtain 
relevant jobs within 12 months of graduation.  “We give due emphasis to not only provide new 
graduates access to jobs, but also to ensure that it would be relevant to their field of study within 12 
months after graduation,” said Dessalegn. Inadequate English proficiency and limited exposure about 
future carriers have been identified by the Ministry as the major challenges facing new graduates. To 
this end, a strategy was put in place that takes these major hindrances into consideration. Dessalegn 
said carrier service centers that offer training for graduate students on different jobs, work discipline, 
market, salary rate and other related issues were established in all universities. Currently the centers 
are providing service in 23 universities.  Dessalgen added that preparation has also been finalised to 
install carrier path prototype in 79 programs while the trainings are incorporated into the system. It 
is a viable move in acquainting them with the desired knowledge, and exposure about future carriers, 
he added. 
Click this Link for more details   
 

3. The Citizen 
Govt Borrows Sh270bn for Youth Vocational Training (Tanzania) 
The government has borrowed $120 mil(Sh270 billion) from the World Bank to hone the skills of 
Tanzania's youth in various vocational undertakings. The deputy permanent secretary in the ministry 
of Education, Science, Technology and Vocational Training, Prof James Mdoe, said honing youth's skills 
is important for Tanzania to achieve its goal of becoming a semi-industrialized, middle-income nation 
as outlined in the country's National Development Vision 2025. Speaking on the sidelines of a forum 
to discuss youth capacity building in Dar es Salaam, Prof Mdoe said once the money is injected into 

https://www.nation.co.ke/oped/opinion/Our-African-universities-are-up-in-arms--and-we-are-at-sea-/440808-4553092-wwbi1i/index.html
http://www.ethpress.gov.et/herald/index.php/news/national-news/item/11796-ministry-eyeing-to-employ-80-percent-of-university-graduates
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the programme for training youth as envisaged, there will be no need for investors to acquire workers 
from abroad. Sponsored by the Tanzania Private Sector Foundation (TPSF), the forum brought 
together several stakeholders from the private and public sectors of the economy who - among other 
things - discussed the need to form sectoral councils to advise the government on the components 
that need to be featured in the training courses as planned. "The monies we borrowed from the World 
Bank will be acquired in the same style as that of higher education. The beneficiaries will be youth in 
colleges at the lower levels, as well as those who have been trained in short courses," Prof Mdoe 
stated. The money will be disbursed as part of the implementation of a five-year programme titled 
'Education and skills for productive jobs,' implementation of which started last year. 
Click this Link for more details   
 

4. The Era 
Budget Cuts Threaten Tertiary Education - Minister (Namibia) 
The Namibian tertiary education sector faces a serious threat of termination of critical programmes 
and erosion of the quality of tertiary education, which may lead to a reduction in the new student 
intakes if the severe cuts in the national budget allocation continues in the next financial year. "Our 
public universities are operating under heavy and severe financial constraints. This might lead to 
termination of critical programmes and reduction of new student intakes," warned the Minister of 
Higher Education, Dr Itah Kandjii-Murangi, in the National Assembly this week. Commenting on the 
total budget allocation of N$3.23 billion to the tertiary education ministry, Kandjii-Murangi told fellow 
parliamentarians that there is a steady reduction of direct subventions to the University of Namibia 
(Unam) and the Namibian University of Science and Technology (NUST). Nearly half of the total budget 
allocation to the ministry, or N$1.45 billion, would go to the Namibian Students Financial Assistance 
Fund (NSFAF), which has found itself overcommitted and without funds for the more than 5,000 
students it has signed funding contracts with. NSFAF only had money to fund 18,000 students but 
went to overcommit itself to additionally more than 5,000 students, forcing Treasury to take money 
from the National Emergency Fund to fund the stranded students. UNAM is set to receive N$960 
million, which is marginally higher than the previous year's allocation of N$926 million, while NUST 
would get N$600 million, a slight increase from N$534 million allocated last year 2017/18. 
Click this Link for more details   
 

5. Times Higher Education 
More non-Arabic degrees ‘will ease Morocco’s graduate unemployment’ (Morocco) 
Universities should also seek to limit student numbers in some subjects with poor graduate outcomes, 
Professor Benjelloun said. In 2013, employment expert Driss Guerraoui wrote that 80 per cent of the 
unemployed graduates came from five departments – Arabic literature and Islamic studies, as well as 
chemistry, biology and physics, which are taught largely for those seeking to enter teaching, leading 
to limited opportunities in other professions, according to a Chatham House paper published in 
February. “Too many students choose Islamic studies because it does not require maths, and they 
think it’s an easier subject than others, which is generally the case for humanities,” Professor 
Benjelloun said. “It’s because they are more comfortable in Arabic as they learn in this language at 
school; but I would like to see more courses in other languages,” he added. However, Morocco’s 
graduate unemployment rate could not be blamed wholly on its universities, which have been 

http://www.thecitizen.co.tz/News/Govt-borrows-Sh270bn-for-youth-vocational-training/1840340-4560240-jvm3nl/index.html
https://www.newera.com.na/2018/04/26/budget-cuts-threaten-tertiary-education-minister/
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described by a recent education minister as “factories for unemployment”, Professor Benjelloun said. 
“It’s only as high as [the rate] in Spain, Italy and Greece – it’s a problem that affects both sides of the 
Mediterranean,” he continued, adding that the country’s 3 per cent growth rate is a problem. 
“You need at least 6 per cent growth to absorb the number of graduates leaving university,” he said. 
Morocco’s rapid expansion of student numbers has also led to high dropout rates, the summit heard. 
About 27 per cent of undergraduates leave in their first year and 58 per cent fail to finish their course, 
while only 17 per cent complete their degree within three years, according to a Ministry of Education 
report published last year. 
Click this Link for more details   
 

6. All Africa 
Free higher dducation an opportunity for change and empowerment (South Africa) 
Fully subsidised bursaries for students from poor and working-class backgrounds present an 
opportunity for all South African universities and colleges to be at the forefront of change and 
empowerment, Higher Education and Training Minister Naledi Pandor said on Thursday as she 
introduced her department's budget to Parliament. "Our universities and TVET (technical vocational 
education and training) colleges can ensure we overcome the legacy of the past and create a much 
more equal, empowered and productive society in the future," she said. The department's budget for 
2018/2019 is R89.9bn and its major components are university transfers of R38.6bn; R20.5bn for the 
National Student Financial Aid Scheme (NSFAS); R16.9bn for skills development; R10.7bn for TVET 
colleges and R2.3bn for community education and training colleges. Over the medium-term 
expenditure framework, the combined total of additional funding for the post-school system amounts 
to R67bn, of which R33bn is the additional allocation to NSFAS for the introduction of the 
department's new bursary scheme for first-time students in universities. 
Click this Link for more details  
 

7. Addis Fortune 
The Famine of Competence in Ethiopia's Education System (Ethiopia) 
Ethiopia is a remarkably young country and a veritable nation of students with a median age of around 
18. Nearly 46 million Ethiopians (43.6pc) are 14 years or younger, and 67 million Ethiopians (65.5pc) 
are 24 years or younger, according to Index Mundi's 2017 estimate. These numbers make it impossible 
to exaggerate the importance of Ethiopia's educational system for nurturing the present and future 
generations who will work for the development of the society. However, the longer I teach in Ethiopia, 
and the more I talk with other teachers and employers, the more deeply alarmed I become that 
Ethiopia's educational system is radically failing. As an instructor at the graduate level, I regularly 
encounter students who struggle to read, write, and dialogue with basic competence. Of course, there 
is a spectrum of skills and very inspiring exceptions. Yet, the basic literacy skills of a significant portion 
of my graduate students are below what the Ethiopian system expects secondary education students 
to be able to do, let alone university students, and substantially worse than graduate students should 
do. The dilemma is that although quality education is essential for overcoming poverty, declines in 
this area that have accompanied the rapidly expanding education system seem to have made quality 
education almost impossible. It is a vicious situation, like Theseus's paradox.  
Click this Link for more details   

https://www.timeshighereducation.com/news/more-non-arabic-degrees-will-ease-moroccos-graduate-unemployment
http://allafrica.com/stories/201805180237.html
http://allafrica.com/stories/201805150154.html
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8. Ghanaian Times 
TVET to See Further Improvements (Ghana) 
Technical and Vocational Education and Training (TVET) in the country is to see an improvement 
following government's decision to restructure the sector to be able to support the industrialisation 
agenda. According to Dr Matthew Opoku Prempeh, Minister of Education, the structural reforms 
would include the setting up of a TVET Service and TVET Council as well as a division of the education 
service dedicated to TVET, with its own Director-General. It would also have a dedicated Deputy 
Minister, who would be charged to focus entirely on technical and vocational education in the country. 
These were contained in a speech read on his behalf in Accra at a Youth Employment and Skills 
Stakeholder Engagement Platform Meeting. It was organised by the African Centre for Economic 
Transformation (ACET) with support from the Pan-African Coalition for Transformation (PACT). He 
stated that 35 national and vocational training institutes as well as colleges of education that specialise 
in technology in the country would be upgraded to be able to provide relevant training and education. 
Click this Link for more details  
 

9. The PIE News 
Limited tertiary education access creating “lost generation” of refugees (Egypt) 
According to experts, current levels of refugee access to higher, technical, and vocational education 
& training was putting immense pressure on young people looking to rebuild their lives and countries. 
“At a time of high global unemployment… refugees, more than ever, see education as an essential 
stepping stone to a better life and an opportunity to be able to rebuild their countries when peace is 
found,” said Gail Campbell, British Council’s director of education in the MENA region. “With over 65 
million people forcibly displaced worldwide, out of which 61% are under the age of 26, we’re living 
through the highest level of displacement globally, and a record and extraordinary loss of human 
talent.” The level of refugees in education is currently 1%, compared to a 34% global average. 
Mohamad Saad, head of psychology at The British University in Egypt, said refugees experienced 
several barriers to accessing tertiary education, including high costs, cultural differences, language 
barriers, and mismatches in education systems and limited existing education. “Only 6% of Syrian 
refugees joined the high school system, which means the input for tertiary education is already low,” 
Saad said. “There’s huge generations that can be lost if we [don’t] organise these programs to provide 
them access to higher education and services.” He warned, however, that a global strategy was 
unlikely to have a significant impact and that each country needed to tailor its tertiary education 
strategies for each refugee population. “We need to take into consideration that we need to tailor, 
we need to adjust, we need to adopt, we need to be quite flexible. You need to be fast and adaptive, 
or else strategy is useless,” Saad argued. 
Click this Link for more details  
 

10. The Ethiopia Herald 
Bigger Slice in TVETs' Growth (Ethiopia) 
(Interview)Today’s guest is Belete Demissie. He had successfully spent thirty-five years in the Ministry 
of Education (MoE) in various capacities. Above and beyond, he had played a great role in the 
expansion of Technical and Vocational Schools across the country. There was no stone he left 
unturned to take the Ethiopian Technical Vocational Education and Training (TVET) to the helm of 

http://www.ghanaiantimes.com.gh/tvet-to-see-further-improvements/
https://thepienews.com/news/limited-tertiary-ed-access-creating-lost-generation-of-refugees/
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success. He is considered as one of the unsung heroes in this regard. Furthermore, he was one of the 
right hand men behind the successful expansion of higher learning institutions across the country by 
designing a range of fruitful techniques. Taking his contributions in the education sector, he had been 
awarded various laurels from different bodies.  Though he got retired some years ago, he is still 
working in MoE for the love of not distancing himself from the work. The Ethiopian Herald had a short 
stay with Belete Demissie with the intention of familiarizing his personal and professional life with 
readers. He had touched upon a number of interesting issues revolving around the whole lot of TVET 
development and the expansion of higher learning institutions across the country. Excerpts: 
Click this Link for complete interview 
 

11. The Observer 
Muyingo calls for job-relevant youth training (Uganda) 
State minister for Higher Education John Chrysostom Muyingo has said Uganda’s youth should be 
helped acquire proper skills to make them competitive on job market. “We cannot overcome poverty 
in Uganda without empowering 80 per cent of the country’s population who are young people below 
35 years. All efforts and resources shall continue to be committed towards this cause and ensure that 
we also invite more partners to work with government,” he said. Muyingo said this on May 9 during 
the launch of Computer Numerical Control (CNC) training project at Datamine Technical Business 
School in Kampala. The CNC aims at skilling the youth in computer technology. The government 
through Private Sector Foundation donated Shs 769 million towards the building of the laboratory 
where the CNC machine will be stored, training of the trainers for the project and training of students. 
The institute principal, Deo Nyanzi said the machine will be used in training students to accurately cut 
and shape all kind of metal, plastics and wood by using computer commands. “It has a lot of safe 
measures since it uses computer commands. CNC machines are electro-mechanical devices that 
manipulate machine shop tools using computer programming inputs,” he said. Muyingo said the 
government has set out a massive skilling programme for youth to help them acquire job skills and 
make them more productive in modern technology. 
Click this Link for more details   
 

12. Ethiopian Herald 
Education Sector - Striving to Scale-Up the Country's Human Resource (Ethiopia) 
Education is not only a wealth for a country, but also a stairway to create knowledgeable and skilled 
citizen. Education is a key in the government's strategy of bringing rapid and sustainable economic 
growth through strong human resource capacity, and becoming lower-middle income country by 
2025. In addition to the plan of making education accessible all across the country, various works are 
underway to ensure quality education. On a recent 9 month performance report presented to the 
House of Peoples Representative, Dr Tilaye Gete, (PHD) Education Minister, disclosed the five major 
focus areas of the ministry, which include preparing a 15 year action-plan, Deliverology, civic and 
ethical education improvement, and the 'Learning Generation' project, among others. Regarding the 
15 year action-plan, the State Minister revealed that the preparation work is well underway by 
evaluating and reviewing education and training policies of the last 25 years, and by involving more 
than 36 higher education institution professionals and researchers. So far, document assessment, site 
works, articulation of international experiences, research works have already been completed. The 

http://www.ethpress.gov.et/herald/index.php/herald-guest/item/11841-bigger-slice-in-tvets-growth
http://observer.ug/education/57666-muyingo-calls-for-job-relevant-youth-training.html
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plan is to formulate the action-plan as per the directives given by the government, and by holding 
talks with the relevant stakeholders through various mechanisms. The plan also involves walking the 
action-plan through all the necessary process. 
Click this Link for more details  
 

13. Daily Nation 
Universities Academic Staff Union (UASU) sues universities over members' deductions (Kenya) 
The Universities Academic Staff Union (UASU) has sued four public universities for not remitting Sh52 
million union dues deducted from members. Jomo Kenyatta University of Agriculture and Technology 
(JKUAT), University of Nairobi (UoN) and Moi University have not remitted the money for four months 
(January to April this year), while the Technical University of Kenya (TUK) has been holding on to the 
cash for four years. JKUAT is holding Sh11 million, UoN Sh10 million, Moi University six million and 
TUK Sh25 million UASU lawyer Titus Koceyo urged the Employment and Labour Relations Court (ELRC) 
to order the universities to release the money immediately. He said that by not remitting the money 
to the Barclays Bank account as gazetted by former Cabinet Secretary for Labour Kazungu Kambi, the 
universities have breached Section 10 of the Labour Relations Act 2007, which requires all dues 
recovered from members remitted within 10 days. 
Click this Link for more details  
 

14. Journal du Cameroun 
Invest in education, Macky Sall urges OIC members (Senegal) 
President Macky Sall of Senegal, has called on member countries of the Organization of Islamic 
Cooperation (OIC) to invest more in education and culture to meet the challenges of revitalizing 
“original Islam”.Speaking in Dakar on Tuesday, Sall said such brand of the religion can be deployed to 
tackle radicalism and hate. The Senegalese leader warned that young people are the prime target of 
tricksters and manipulators of conscience and called on OIC member countries to support the 
organization’s programs in education and exchanges in the field of higher education, research and 
vocational training. He was speaking at the opening of the 11th Session of the Standing Committee 
for Information and Cultural Affairs (COMIAC) of the OIC, of which he is the chair. President Sall hailed 
the “long tradition of cooperation” between Senegal and the countries of the Maghreb, which for 
years, have been sending students to the Faculty of Medicine at the Cheikh Anta Diop University 
(UCAD) in Dakar. 
Click this Link for more details  
 

15. Modern Ghana 
Re-Naming Of University Of Ghana: Is The Debate Necessary Over J. B. Danquah’s Role (Ghana) 
J'ai la nostalgie du lycee. Sure, I miss my University days. As President of the Legon Debating Society, 
we were once hosting the University of Ibadan in a debate. The topic does not matter now. What does 
is the existence of the fraternity between the two great universities, and the reciprocal visits by the 
Debating Clubs. Both universities cherish 'free speech', and as a keen debater, I believe that there are 
always two sides (perhaps three, four, five) sides to a story. The President must have stirred up a 
hornet's nest with a statement at the launch of the University of Ghana Endowment Fund at the Great 
Hall on 7th May, 2018. “… it will be wholly appropriate and not at all far-fetched to describe Joseph 

http://www.ethpress.gov.et/herald/index.php/society/item/11865-education-sector-striving-to-scale-up-the-country-s-human-resource
https://www.nation.co.ke/news/education/Uasu-sues-universities-over-members--deductions-/2643604-4565330-7p10px/index.html
https://www.journalducameroun.com/en/invest-in-education-macky-sall-urges-oic-members/
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Boakye Danquah as the founder of the University.” This has received a backlash from a number of 
people, among whom is Okudzeto Ablakwa. Honourable Okudzeto writes: “… As Prof. Agbodeka 
recounts in 'A History of University of Ghana – Half a Century of Higher Education (1948 – 1998)', Dr. 
J. B. Danquah played an important fundraising role but even in that capacity, his other colleague from 
the Legislative Council, Professor Christian G. Baeta played an equally prominent fundraising role to 
help secure the £897,000 seed capital which was generously donated by cocoa farmers as presented 
by the Cocoa Marketing Board on their behalf. It is rather curious that Prof. Christian G. Baeta, having 
played a similar role as Dr. J. B. Danquah, has been conveniently forgotten by our President as he touts 
his dearly beloved uncle as the Founder of the University of Ghana.” 
Click this Link for more details  
 

16. New Vision 
Public University Staff threaten to strike over pay (Uganda) 
Academic staff from ten public universities have resolved to lay down their tools if Government fails 
to include Sh109b salary enhancement and arrears in the next financial year's budget. In a forum for 
Academic staff for public universities in Uganda (FASPU) meeting in Kampala yesterday, chairpersons 
of academic staff from six major public universities said in April 2017, government made a 
commitment to pay Shs58.8b salary enhancement arrears and shs50b as instalment in the next 
financial year. "Members unanimously resolved that unless commitments are included in the budget 
framework paper for the Financial Year 2018/2019 and paid by July 2018, all staff in public universities 
will withdraw their labour" a press statement signed by the FASPU chairperson, Dr Grace Lubaale, 
reads in part.  
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